Eden
Design: Nienkämper

Eden is a comprehensive collection of lounge seating. Special features include elegant aluminum legs that gracefully elevate this collection, a closing element to create unique and practical sofa shapes, and ninety degree and quadrilateral corner sections to accommodate special spaces and uses.

Frame:
Hardwood and plywood construction, wired suspension.

The 128 series is a deep sofa, with a 33” seat depth.

Seat and Back:
Seat cushions are a combination of cut soft polyurethane foam, down and feather. The back cushions have a foam core with a Dacron® wrap. Eden can be upholstered in fabric, leather, or a combination. Optional removable covers are available with fabric upholstery.

Arms:
Six arm options are available. The measurement shown above the drawing of each arm indicates the width of one arm.

Base:
The 129 series has aluminum legs available in a satin silver finish. The 127 and 128 series have solid maple runners that are painted matte black.

Shown above left – Eden large lounge chair (model #12908) with Boston arms and aluminum legs.

Shown above right – Eden small lounge chair (model #12788) with Boston arms and aluminum legs.

For complete information on The Eden Collection refer to the Nienkämper Seating and Tables price list or visit the Nienkämper website at www.nienkamper.com.